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FINDING TAl~GO DANCE MUSIC

The newcomer to Tango tends to assume that all Tango music is
suitable for dancing. Indeed, in one sense all music can be danced
to. A person or a couple can move to anything that provides<some
kind of rhythm, whether it is music, the sound of a clock ticking; or
even the sound of industrial machinery or of traffic in the street_ Any
kind of sound can be used to create a choreography. There does not
even need to be a predictable rhythm, as in a choreography the
dancers will be familiar with the order of the sounds, and of the
movements they will be doing to them. And if two dancers are both
very familiar with a piece of music, they may be-able to improvise to
it, no matter how unpredictable it seems to someone who does not
already know it, and they may find the- same quality that makes the
music. unpredictable on first hearing to be inspiring.

In Tango a social dance is always improvised. Two people who may
never have met before will be dancing an unplanned combination of
movements. And they will be doing it to music that one or both of them
may never have heard before.
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In order to make this possible, it is advisable for social dance music

to have certain characteristics. It needs to have a certain level of

rhythmic predictability. That is not to say that it needs to be 'strict tempo'

— certainly not for Tango! Different pieces of Tango music move at

different speeds, and have different rhythmic qualities. What is needed

is consistency through the piece of music, so the dancer who does not

know that particular recording is not caught out.

On a more subtle level, Tango dance music needs to be music that

invites the kind of movements that are Tango. Less skilful dancers tend to

dance in the same way to any music, whatever it may be, and often like

to dance to music that is very varied, perhaps spanning a variety of

different genres. As skill and knowledge increase, dancers become

more sensitive to the differences between styles of music, and between

particular pieces. They appreciate more subtle distinctions that the

novice may miss. And their dancing is formed by the music, so that

different music creates a different dance.

For this reason experienced Tango dancers tend to favour music

that was created by the musicians who played with dancers in mind.

The easiest way to get this kind of music is to look for music recorded

during the Golden Age by orchestras that specialised in dance

music. That is not to say there is no modern music designed for

dancing. However, the beginner looking for reliable dance music

recordings will stand a better chance of finding them by sticking to

the Golden Age.

Not all music recorded in the Golden Age was intended to be dance

music, and it is helpful to bear that in mind. Some was intended for the

stage or concert platform. And some orchestras recorded both dance

music and music they did not expect to be danced to. Record labels

occasionally have difficulty distinguishing between the different styles of

recording in their catalogue, meaning that even CDs that claim to be

filled with dance music may sometimes contain music that experienced

Tango dancers would choose not to dance.
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It is hard to recommend specific CDs, as record labels frequently delete,

repackage or reformat items in their Tango collections, meaning that

content and qualify are unpredictable. Instead I shall highlight a number of

orchestras popular with dancers both in the Golden Age and today.

There were many more orchestras playing in the Golden Age. Before

good quality amplification that allowed recordings to be played, all

milongas had live music. Not all orchestras had the opportuniy to

record, but many did. It is only possible here to list a few of the greats.

(The music pages at www.totaltango.com give more information.

Biagi
Pianist Rodolfo Biagi played a huge part in the early success of Juan

D'Arienzo's orchestra before leaving to form his own. Biagi's style is the

most pared down and economical of all the Golden Age Tango

orchestras, making the rhythm easy to pick out. In the instrumental

recordings it lacks something in lyricism compared to other orchestras of

the period. The recordings with vocals have a fuller sound.

CC1~0

So many members of bandoneonista Miguel Calo's orchestra in the

1940s went on to have successful careers leading their own orchestras

that it is often referred to as the 'Orchestra of the Stars'. Calo's style is

smooth, rich and lyrical.

Canaro
Although violinist Francisco Canaro recorded a great deal of wonderful

dance music throughout the course of his long career, it is necessary to

take some care in selecting from his vast catalogue. Canaro was one

of the pioneers of stage and concert Tango music, making some

experiments even around the time of Tangomania in Europe. It is always

advisable to listen to a Canaro CD before buying it, no matter what the

period of the recordings, to be sure of what you are getting.
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D'Agostino
Pianist Angel D'Agostino has the distinction of being one of the few

major orchestra leaders to have been considered a good dancer

himself. His style is like a very dry white wine. It may not be instantly

appealing to the uninitiated, but the subtlety and elegance is much

appreciated by connoisseurs.

D'Arienzo
Juan D'Arienzo is often credited with kicking off the Golden Age in

Buenos Aires. Certainly his music has been a consistent favourite with

dancers, ever since his first recordings, made in 1935. D'Arienzo

specialised in clean, clear dance music and all his recordings were

made in a style very suitable for social dance. His career lasted into the

early 1970s, meaning that some of the later recordings were made in

stereo, and with more sophisticated recording technology than the

Golden Age could offer, giving them a fuller sound.

De Angelis
Pianist Alfredo De Angelis created a unique sound, characterised by

sweeping violins, and is most loved for his luscious valses. His most

reliable recordings are from the 1940s, with some excellent ones from

the early 1950s, but as time went by the style gradually became less

attractive to dance.

De Caro
Julio De Caro's orchestra was enormously influential, and played a large

part in creating the musical sophistication that characterises Tango of the

Golden Age. The ground-breaking recordings of the late 1920s and

early 1930s are danceable for music of that period, and the last

recordings, made in the early 1950s, are fascinating and beautiful, as

improved recording quality allows the listener to fully appreciate the

complexity and innovative qualiy of some of the arrangements. Some

recordings made in the 1930s and 1940s are not aimed at the dance

floor, though .those that are can be excellent.
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Di Sarli
Pianist Carlos Di Sarli produced disciplined, elegant dance music.

Although he first recorded in the 1920s, the recordings most popular

with dancers are those made in the 1940s and 1950s. The recordings

from the 1950s are slower and smoother, while those from fihe 1940s

have a more cheerful energy.

Laurenz
Pedro Laurenz was an enormously gilled bandoneon player and

composer who worked with De Caro during the great period of

innovation. His own orchestra in the late 1930s and 1940s has a

distinctive, powerful sound.

Pugliese
Osvaldo Pugliese produced intense, muscular dance music, much loved

by the dancers in southern Buenos Aires during the Golden Age. His

recordings from the 1940s are challenging, but very danceable. Later

recordings start to push at the boundaries of dance music, and from the

1960s onwards little is aimed at the dance floor. His performance in

the Teatro Colon in Buenos Aires —one of the world's leading opera

houses — in 1.985 was a landmark moment in the new Argentina that

emerged after the return to democracy in 1983.

Tanturi
Ricardo Tanturi's orchestra is a solid staple of Tango dance music,

whether with the personable Alberto Castillo singing in the early 1940s,

or the more soulful Enrique Campos later in the decade.

Troilo
Anibal Troilo is considered by some to be the best bandoneon player

ever to record. His orchestra was extremely popular. The most attractive

recordings for the dancer are those made in the early 1940s, when the

arrangements were challenging and innovative, while still being
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completely danceable. Later recordings, often featuring exceptional
singers, are still of a very high qualify, but not quite as focused on the
dance floor.

PART v
In Conclusion
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